
Mugs Imaged in a Mug Press or Oven 

Substrate 

STEIN, MUG20, MUG02A, MUG01A, PH11, LUVMUG11H-CH, PB01W, PB01W-CH, MUG01, MUGK15, DECO-MUGY, DECO-MUGK, 

DECO-MUGC, DECO-MUGM, DECO-MUGG, DECO-MUGY-CH, DECO-MUGK-CH, DECO-MUGC-CH, DECO-MUGM-CH, DECO-MUGG-

CH,RH-MUG11Y, RH-MUG11Y-CH, RH-MUG11K, RH-MUG11K-CH, RH-MUG11C, RH-MUG11C-CH, RH-MUG11M, RH-MUG11M-CH, 

RH-MUG11G, RH-MUG11G-CH, MUG11US, MUG02, MUG15US, MUG15, MUG15S, DECO-MUG15K, DECO-MUG15C, DECO-MUG15K-

CH, DECO-MUG15C-CH, RH-MUG15K, RH-MUG15C, RH-MUG15K-CH, RH-MUG15C-CH, MUG15SW, MUG11 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

• Note on Luv Mugs - the smaller mug will not image to the edge, plan your artwork to compensate for this.  

 

Notes on Using the George Knight® DK3 Mug Press: 

• The mug being pressed must be placed with the handle exactly in the middle of the opening, otherwise, the squeezing 

motions will snap off the handle when the mug is clamped. 

• Only what the mug press pad covers will sublimate. Also, if you try to image on or below the bottom of the mug and the 

mug is tapered, it may not sublimate correctly. 

• The black mug with the white imaging panel has a tolerance of plus or minus 1/8”. It is very important to keep this in mind 

when making your designs for this particular mug. 

 

Notes on Oven Imaging with a DyeWrap: 

~~ Pro Spray is recommended over heat tape. 

~~ Tighten dyewrap to finger tight, then give it two more turns. 

~~ Place the base of the stein in the oven closest to the heat source. 

~~ Be sure to wrap the entire area of the substrate with protective paper, there will be a discoloration of the substrate should the 

wrap come into contact.  

~~ Wraps should last for 300 or more impressions. To ensure the proper lifecycle, please closely follow these instructions. 

~~ Wraps will fail due to improper torque applied to the fastener. You can ensure appropriate torque, time-after-time, through the 

use of a mechanized nut driver with an adjustable torque clutch. These devices are relatively inexpensive, $20.00 and up, and easy 

to use. We recommend the Sears Craftsman 4.8V Pistol cordless screwdriver. 

~~ To calibrate the nut driver's torque, simply finger tighten the nut on the wrap, then tighten further, using a maximum of 2 turns, 

with an ordinary wrench. Adjust the clutch setting on the nut driver to 1 and begin tightening the nut while cycling upward through 

the torque settings until the nut actually turns. At this point, set the clutch to 1 number less than the current setting and you're 

finished. 



~~ Another necessary step is to employ a double-redundant mug wrap system, at a minimum, and a triple-redundant system, 

ideally. That is, if mugs are being imaged back-to-back in a production run, then you need a matching quantity of cool mug wraps to 

swap in for subsequent runs. So, if you're running 72 mugs at a time, you will need at least 144 total wraps to do the job. It is easier 

to do this with a triple-redundant system, as the term "cool" is less subjective than with a double-redundant system. Having three-

times the necessary wraps is absolutely the best way to preserve them over time. 

~~ When a hot wrap is fastened to a mug it causes the material to irreversibly stretch. As the material expands it puts undo force on 

the glue bindings, which will eventually come loose. Further, it is a bad idea to subject the image to transient heat before transfer.  

~~ Should your wrap come apart at a glue binding, you can re-secure it with automotive heat-resistant gasket glue. Beware of the 

rather lengthy setting time of 1 week for the repair to fully cure. 

~~ The fastener will permanently seize if it is not lubricated properly. Lubrication of the threaded shaft is required before you use it 

for the first time and periodically thereafter. We recommend heat-resistant bearing grease with a colored (usually white, red or 

green) tracer. The colored tracer provides a visual verification that the grease is still intact. 

 

Best tech tips to getting a good mug every time: 

 

Get a good oven. In a nutshell each oven is different and will require testing on your part to see whether or not convection is a good 

choice. 

 

Make sure the oven is actually at 400°. Many ovens will show that they are at the set temperature when they are actually much, 

much colder. Use an internal oven thermometer that you can leave in the oven and gauge the true temperature of the oven. If you 

set your mugs into an oven that is the wrong temperature you will get an undercooked mug. Do not use a laser thermometer to test 

the temperature. 

 

Keep your Mug wrap in the best possible shape. Before using the mug wrap again on another mug make sure it has completely 

cooled off to prevent stretching and wear and tear. 

 

Make sure you have the perfect pressure on your bolt style mug wrap by going finger tight then using a socket wrench to turn it two 

more revolutions. This will provide the perfect pressure. If you have an electric drill with torque control you can set it so it quickly 

tightens to exactly this amount of tension. Start on the lowest setting and raise if needed. If you do not have enough pressure this 

can cause an undercooked, or blurry mug. 

 

Measure the height of the mug between the two parts that taper and make your image ( template ) that tall or less. If you try to 

image in the tapered section you will get a spotty uneven image there. 

 

Measure from handle to handle but be sure to leave about ¾”-1” gap at the handle, on both sides. The reason for this gap is most 

mug wraps are not going to get good contact and pressure in these areas. 

 

Trim the top and bottom edge so none of the paper goes into the tapered section. If excess paper sticks over into the tapered 



section the paper could wrinkle and the wrinkles could go down in to the imaging area. Also use an extra sheet of paper, taped on, 

with these same measurements to help protect the wrap from sublimation ink. 

 

Trim the left and right side with a little bit of paper so you can attach heat tape over a section that doesn’t have an image. Use 

enough tape so the image will not slip and is on tight. We prefer heat tape as it is less likely to slip and it is easier to place the image 

exactly where you want. 

 

Not every mug is perfectly round and occasionally one will have peaks and valleys in it. You will feel the transfer touching some 

places and hovering in others. If you see this and are not getting perfect results you can lightly wet the entire transfer so the paper is 

easier to push down into these valleys. If you see a pinched transfer in any area after cooking you may need to wet the transfer or 

lessen your pressure slightly. 

 

When you remove the mug be sure to use the right type of gloves so you won’t get burned. 

 

If you are unsure if you have cooked the mug enough you can peel up the corners and check for a good image. As long as the paper 

does not move you can put it back and cook longer. If you have to do this then your oven may not be hot enough, you may need to 

increase your pressure (if you use too much pressure you will may stretch out the wrap over time, or you may need to cook longer). 

 

When you have finished the mug you want to get the transfer off as quickly as possible or you want to cool the mug off as quickly as 

possible. This is to stop the sublimation process. If you are doing a ceramic mug you can put it into room temperature water with the 

transfer on to quickly cool the mug. 

 

If and when you mess up a mug be sure to keep it so you can use it later for testing. If you can manage a solid RGB black from top to 

bottom and handle to handle then you are doing good. 

 

If you take time to experiment and learn your particular oven you will be making perfect mugs every time. If you take care of your 

mug wrap, oven and prepare the mug properly you will get a perfect mug every time. Spend a little extra time and get every mug 

right then risk having to reorder more mugs. 

 

The ability to do multiple mugs at the same time in your oven will save you so much time. As a general rule one mug will be 15 

minutes and each additional mug will require a little more time. Every oven will be different and to find out the best possible times 

will require some experimentation to nail down. 

 

 

 


